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Introduction 
One of the main challenges faced by IT today is maintaining patch compliance. Database sprawl, 

combined with the volume of patches that need to be applied, makes patching a time-consuming and 

manual process. Patching a database environment and keeping it compliant involves understanding the 

current patch levels, testing the patches and updating the database server with the required patches. 

vFabric Data Director addresses this problem in two ways. Using vFabric Data Director, an administrator 

can control database sprawl using database templates. This helps create a standardized environment 

over which DBAs have control and visibility. Additionally, the patch management feature of Data 

Director helps to maintain compliance by helping DBAs to quickly identify non-compliant servers and 

apply patches across multiple servers, using a single click. The patch management feature can be utilized 

to apply both OS and database patches. 

This session will walk you through the workflow for patching an existing database VM. 

Prerequisites 
 You have completed the tasks in Getting Started with Database Provisioning and Getting Started 

with Database Ingestion. 

 Within the Production organization, the following templates have been enabled in the 

vPostgres database group: 

o vPostgres 9.0 

o vPostgres 9.1  

o NOTE: The Production organization and the vPostgres group within the organization 

were created in Getting Started with Database Provisioning.  

 A vPostgres 9.0 database has been created in the vPostgres group. 

 An Oracle base DB template (e.g. Oracle 11.2.0.1) has been created and enabled in the Oracle 

group in the Production organization. 

Constraints 
 Major version upgrade is not supported, e.g. from Oracle 10g to Oracle 11g. 

Scenario Workflow 1: vPostgres Update 
The scenario describes how to update or patch an existing vPostgres database. The patching workflow 

consists of the following steps: 

1. Prepare and configure update path 

 In this step, administrators need to configure the relationship between two templates 

and describe how to update them. 

 

2. Update and patch live database(s) 
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 In this exercise, you will login as one of the organization users and do the update for 

vPostgres.  
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Prepare and configure update path 
To configure the update path, follow the steps below: 

1. Login to Data Director console as system administrator. 
2. Click “Manage and Monitor”. 
3. Expand “Templates”, Click “Base DB Templates”. 
4. Select template “vPostgres 9.1”. Right click “vPostgres 9.1” and open the property dialog. 

a. The names shown here are sample names. Apply the settings to the vPostgres 9.1 
template in your environment. 

 

 
5. Choose “Update From” tab, Check “vPostgres 9.0”, click “OK”. 

 

Update and patch the live databases 
Once the update path has been setup by system administrator, the organization users can update their 

existing databases. 

To do the update on live databases, follow this procedure: 

1. Login to the Data Director console as an organization user. 
2. Click “Manage & Monitor”. 
3. Expand “vPostgres” group. 
4. Right click on an existing vPostgres 9.0 database.  
5. Click “Update…” from the context menu. 

a. You can also multi-select more than one database and click “Update…” from the context 
menu. This will update all the selected databases. 

6. In the Update dialog: 
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a. Set “Update to:” to “vPostgres 9.1”. This is the name of the vPostgres 9.1 template. 
Choose the appropriate template in your environment. 

b. Select “Default” parameter group. 
c. Check “Keep existing values when possible”.  
d. Check “Take a snapshot backup before starting the upgrade”.  
e. Uncheck “Automatically cancel if update fails”.  

7. Click “OK” to start the update process. The database will be unavailable during the update 
process.  

8. In a few minutes, the database will be updated to the newer version. 
To check the database version, right click the database, click Properties, check Database version 
field shown in the Basic tab. It should display 9.1 now. 

Scenario Workflow 2:  Oracle Update 
The scenario describes how to apply patches to an Oracle database server. Patching an existing Oracle 

database consists of the following steps: 

1. Prepare an Oracle template with patches 

 Before you can patch existing databases, the system administrator needs to create a 

new Oracle template which includes the patches that need to be applied. 

 

2. Configure update path 

 In this step, the system administrator needs to configure the relationship between two 

templates and describe how to update them. 

 

3. Update and patch on live databases 

 In this step, you will login as an organization user and do the patch update for an 

existing Oracle database(s). 

Prepare an Oracle template with the required patches 
 

The first step in the patching process is to create an Oracle template with the required patches. To 

create a template with the required patches, a base database VM of the Oracle database that needs to 

be patched has to be available.  

To check if the base database VM for a provisioned database is available, follow this procedure: 

1. Login to Data Director Console as an organization administrator. 

2. Select organization, choose Manage and Monitor. 

3. In left pane, select the name of database group.  

4. Select the database that has to be patched and right click on the database. 

5. Click on Properties. 

6. Check the name in the Base DB template text box. The name represents the template that was 

used to create the database. 
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Once you have identified the template, you need the corresponding database VM. To create a base 

database VM from an existing template: 

1. Login to Data Director as system administrator. 
a. Click “Manage and Monitor” 
b. Expand “Templates”, click “Base DB Templates”. 
c. Select the oracle template that was identified from the previous step, right click and 

select “Export to Base DBVM”. 
d. Once the task is complete, click on Base DBVMs on the left pane. You will see the base 

database VM listed on the right pane. 
e. NOTE: Depending on the save option you chose when you converted the base database 

VM to a template, the base VM may already be available. 
 

 
The next step is to apply the patch to the base database VM. For this exercise, we will use PSU 12419378 
as an example. 
 
To apply a patch, you will have to login to the base database VM console. Follow the steps below to 
apply PSU 12419378. 

 
1. Connect to the Base DBVM console. You can either do this from vSphere client or other SSH 

terminals. 
2. Download the PSU 12419378 package from Oracle website.  
3. Upload p6880880_112000_Linux-x86-64.zip to /tmp directory in the database VM.  
4. Upgrade opatch according to README.txt. 
5. Apply PSU 12419378 according to README.html. IMPORTANT: Defer the steps in the section 

'Patch Post-Deinstallation Instructions'. 
6. Create a post upgrade script in this DBVM.  

a. This file is located in 
/opt/aurora/agent2/plugin/vfdd_linux_oracle_11/upgrade_script. The directory 
upgrade_script needs to be created manually. And the script file should be named as 
postupgrade_script. 

b. Make the upgrade_script directory owner as oracle:oinstall with privilege 755, and the 
script  file owner as oracle:oinstall with privilege 755. 

7. The ‘Patch Post-Deinstallation Instructions' of PSU guide provides details of the script that has to 
be executed. Copy the script into the postupgrade_script file. 

8. In this example, the following script has to be executed: 
#!/bin/bash 
sqlplus / as sysdba << EOF 
startup 
@$ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin/catbundle.sql psu apply 
quit 
EOF 

9. At this point you have completed updating the base database VM with PSU 12419378. 
 
Once the base database VM has been prepared, the next step is to convert it into a database template. 
To convert the base database VM into a template, follow this procedurd: 

1. Login to the Data Director console as a system administrator. 
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2. Right-click on the updated base database VM. 
3. Click on Convert to Base DB Template. 
4. Make sure to check the Save the database VM checkbox and click OK. 

 
Once the template conversion is successfully completed, assign the template to the Organization that 
contains the database that needs patching. In this case, you should assign the template to the 
Production organization.  
 
To assign the template to the Production organization, right-click on the template and assign it to the 
resource bundle corresponding to the production organization. 
 
Once the database template has been assigned to the organization, enable the template in the 
organization. 
 
To enable the template, follow this procedure: 

1. Login to Data Director console as the production organization administrator. 
2. Click on Manage and Monitor ->Base DB Templates. 
3. Select the patched template and right click on it. 
4. Click Enable on Resource Bundles. 
5. In the dialog, select the template and click the Enable button. The template is now ready to be 

used for patching the database. 

Configure update path 
 
The steps to configure the update path are similar to what was described for vPostgres. In this case, 
right-click on the patched template and go to properties. In the Update From tab, select the template 
that was used to provision the existing database.  
 

Update and patch on live databases 
 
The steps to patch the Oracle database are same as the steps to patch the vPostgres database. 

Advanced Scenarios 
vFabric Data Director enables administrators to automate pre- and post-upgrade actions.  The actions 

can be executed using pre-upgrade and post-upgrade scripts. 

These two scripts allow administrators to define custom actions that have to be performed before and 
after the upgrade. The scripts are located at this location.  
 
${AgentHome}/plugin/${ActivatedPluginFolder}/upgrade_script/.   
 
For example you can find the folder for Oracle under: 
/opt/aurora/agent2/plugin/vfdd_linux_oracle_11/ upgrade_script/. The names of the scripts should 
be preupgrade_script and postupgrade_script. 
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Optional test: Use the preupgrade_script to test any pre upgrade action you would like to execute in 
your environment. 
 
To test a pre-upgrade action, follow this procedure: 

1. Login to the database VM console using SSH. 
2. Create a file named preupgrade_script in the following directory: 

/opt/aurora/agent2/plugin/vfdd_linux_oracle_11/ upgrade_script/ 
3. Update the file with a custom action you would like to perform in your environment. 
4. Change the folder and script file owner to oracle:oinstall with privilege 755. 
5. Convert the base database VM into a template and use the template to update an existing 

Oracle 11.2.0.1 database. 

Summary 
In this section, you learned how Data Director enables simplifying and automating patch management. 

Administrators can now create a template for each patch set once and then easily update a batch of 

servers using a single click. 
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